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Dragonmark feat 5e

(Eberron Campaign Setting, p. 47) [General] Even though you're not a well-known member of one of the dragon-stamped families, you've come up with a dragon sign. The prerequisite dragonmarked breed (man, dwarf, elf, dwarf, halfling, half elf, or half ore), required for The Little Abnormal Dragonmark (Dra), DragonWard (ELQ) ,
Dragonmark Luck (ELQ) provides the ability to like a single dragonmark spell that feat is not directly connected to real born dragon houses. All abnormal sign magic-like abilities can be used once a day. When you choose this feat, you need to choose the ability such as an abnormal dragonmark spell from the list below. You can't improve
that mark in any way and you'll never win a second goal. A character with one of the real dragon signs (at least, less or greater) cannot choose this achievement, and a character with this achievement cannot then choose one of the real dragon sign achievements. There are 10 DC + magic level + Cha modifiers that throw a saving against
your ability like abnormal dragonmark magic. (The spelling level for an abnormal dragonmark ability is always 1.) Caster level is one half character level for your ability like abnormal dragonmark magic. Abnormal Mark Powers: Burning Hands, Why Fear, Charm Person, Chill Touch, Hidden Doors, Feather Fall, Light Wounds, Jump, Light,
Pass Without a Trace, Flame, Shield, Tenser Produce Floating Disc Inflict. Mutations that appear between race marked dragons from time to time (usually for those without a dragon-marked home) can be traced back to the bloodlines of broken dragon-marked families eliminated in this battle of Mark. At a quick glance, a perverse sign
may be wrong for an established dragon sign, but his differences in close scrutiny are easily evident. Select a feat from the list to view here (Eberron Campaign Setting, p. 54) [General] There is a bigger dragon sign. Prerequisites for at least Dragonmark (ECS) , Little Dragonmark (ECS), 12 any two skills, suitable dragonmarked breed and
home member next, earn the use of ability such as a larger dragonmark and a spell associated with your home's large dragonmark (see the next chapter of this section for information about dragonmarks). In addition, once a day you can use your abilities like the least and less dragonmark magic. Dragonmark magic has 10 dc + magic
level + Cha modified er to throw a saving against each other. For Dragonmark magic-like abilities, the caster level increases by 10 + dragonmark heir levels (if any) in the prestige class. in: Dragonmarks, Supernatural Forces Edit Share At least an example of dragonmark, Warding Sign. Dragon signs are physical signs of the Draconic
Prophecy. They appeared in khorvaire's seven common breeds. They are more complex than a birthmark and It's different from a tattoo. Dragon signs are twelve families; There were actually thirteen of them, but no living creature in Eberron had the destroyed sign of the House Vol. In addition to being a status symbol in Khorvaire,
dragonmarks provide carriers with magical abilities. Aberrant Dragonmarks [| edit source] Aberrant Dragonmarks is clearly a standard home dragonmark distinguishable and no two dragonmarks are passed through the lineage and two members of different dragonmarked families are often similar to replicating resulting in abnormal dragon
signs. Abnormal signs do not manifest in the same way every time, so it is possible that two individuals with completely different-looking signs will have the same magical effect using the sign. Indeed, each abnormal dragonmark is completely unique to its carrier. They were initially seen as abnormally marked outers and outsiders. Most of
the time they were excluded by houses and revealed a pitily sad life. Many members bearing these perverse dragon tracks have united their differences and, most importantly, founded the Tarkanan House in Sharn. Manifestations [| edit source] A magician uses this dragonmark for full potential Dragonmarks usually appears in the
carrier's adolescence as they pass puberty, however, this is not just the case. Each dragon mark has three different manifestations associated with size, intricacy and power. Dragonmark will expand size and complexity instead of creating a different sign as it gains power (at least larger). Usually the mark will manifest first as the least sign,
and through the study and increases the carrier focus carrier powers, and with this increase, dragonmark also increases by giving additional capabilities. However, there are some who will manifest a lesser sign or a larger sign without explanation. You can even expect at least some change in lifestyles as dragonmark manifest House
members, however, find new and better employment opportunities within their home guilds as well as new social ways to explore. The heir to Siberia[| edit source] Rurik d'Kundarak, a dwarf warrior whose Sign of Protection of Siberia is much rarer, are signs that are the Heir to Siberia and cover all, if not all. Siberian Signs ancestral
dragon is named Siberia. A dragon-stamped individual can work their whole lives and never reveal the Siberian Sign, an unmarked member of the descendant of a house can reveal the sign overnight. Unforeseen and unexplained despite constant research by top minds throughout Khorvaire. The Siberian Mark gives the carrier
extraordinary power that reveals which house to mark. These Siberys dragonmarks can suddenly lead to otherwise unknown or unexplored members of a home rising in importance It can be a difficult time to adapt to this new fame of its ranks and those that have not been marked before. 4. Printing [editing | editing source] Eberron's 4. 5.
In the | Eberron 5 edition, the dragonmarks variant is offered as breed (or subracies) features. There are no least/fewer/more distinctions, but 3. Abnormal dragon signs are offered as a feat with no other dragonmark prerequisites. There is an optional rule provided for a percentage of more abnormal force at level 10 (or if it does not
succeed in the first roll, then each level). Dragonmarks[| edit source] Detection Sign (House Medani, half-elf) Discovery Sign (House Tharashk, semi-orc, human) Use Mark (House Vadalis, human) Healing Sign (House Jorasco, halfling) Sign of Hospitality (House Ghallanda, halfling) Sign of Making (House Cannith, human) Passage Mark
(House Orien, human) Scribble Sign (House Sivis, gnome) Sentinel Mark (House Deneith, human) Shadow Sign (House Phiarlan and House Thuran, elf) Storm Sign (House Lyrandar, half-elf) The Mark of Warding (House Kundarak, dwarf) Death Sign (Elf, currently missing) Aberrant Dragonmarks (House Tarkanan, any) References[| edit
source edit] Eberron Campaign Setting, p. 47, 62-63, 80-81. Keith Baker, Bill Slavicsek, &amp; James Wyatt (2004). Beach wizards. ISBN 0-7869-3274-0. Eberron Player Guide. David Noonan, Ari Marmell and Robert J. Schwalb (2009). Beach wizards. ISBN 0-7869-5100-1. Eberron: Rising from the Last War, p. 37-52. Keith Baker,
Jeremy Crawford, &amp; James Wyatt (2019). Beach wizards. ISBN 0786966890. Dragonmarks Supernatural Forces Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Evoker's Mark [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Magic Focus (evocation), any Dragonmark Benefit: When casting a connotation spell, you can use
someone who uses the ability to strengthen spells per metamagic feat, as an immediate act, empowering the ability to like a dragonmark spell, but without any increase in spell level or casting time. The maximum level of magic that can be affected by this success depends on the strength of the dragon sign magic-like ability used at the
moment the spell is written. At least dragonmarks can only be used in spells up to 1 level. Fewer dragon marks in spells up to level 3, 6.    Source: DrM, pg. 140 Eye of Medani [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Detection Benefit Mark can be reroll any real Dragonmark: Once a day, any Perception control. That could be talent. after the original
roll is made, but before the results are determined, you must accept the second roll result. Furthermore, if you have Detection Lesser Dragonmark, it reduces the chances of any miss suffering from 20% hiding. If you have Detection Large or Siberys Dragonmark, it reduces any missed chance of suffering from 50% hiding.    Source: DrM,
pg. 140 Feral Mark [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Any true Dragonmark Use Mark: Once a day, any Handle animal or wild empathy control can be reroll. This capability can be used after the original roll is made, but you must accept the result before and after the results are determined. Also, if you have Lesser Dragonmark in use, you can
use yourself or someone who uses the ability to use less dragonmark magic to give power and dexterity a +4 development bonus touch any creature for 1 hour. If you have Big or Cyberys Dragonmark Handling, you can use one that uses the ability to give you and all allies within 60 or cyberys dragonmark magic' a +4 development bonus
u 1 hour for Power and Dexterity. Both of these uses are standard actions that do not provoke.    Source: DrM, pg. 140 Gatekeepers Mark [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Start Gatekeeper, any real Dragonmark Benefit: Activate the ability such as a spell or spell that takes a -2 penalty to throw any deflection any save. You also get a +2 insight
bonus for save shots caused by deviations.    Source: DrM, pg. 140 Grace Ghallanda [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Hospitality Benefit Mark can reroll any real Dragonmark: Once a day, any Diplomacy control. This capability can be used after the original roll is made, but you must accept the result before and after the results are determined.
Also, if you have Hospitality Lesser Dragonmark, you can use someone who uses the ability to use less dragonmark magic to deny a melee attack against yourself. To do this, an attacker must be smart, share a language with you, and be able to hear you. You should also conduct a Diplomacy check and the result of this check must meet
or exceed the attack roll against you. If successful, the attack is denied regardless of the armor class. If you have Transport Large or Siberys Dragonmark, you can use the ability such as large or Siberys dragonmark magic to deny a melee attack against yourself or anyone else, provided you meet the same requirements. Both of these
uses are non-provocative emergency actions. You can prevent the first attack from a full-round attack action only with this success.    Source: DrM, pg. 140 Large Abnormal Dragonmark     Prerequisite: At least Abnormal Dragonmark, Little Abnormal Dragonmark, 9 any two skills, Dragonmarked breed (dwarf, elf, gnome, halfling, half elf,
half-ork or human) member ranked, any kind of Benefit should not have a real dragonmark: Feat provides the ability to be directly connected to a real born dragonmarked home like a single dragonmark. When you choose this achievement, select one of the following spells for the dragon mark, which is used as a magic-like skill when
activated. Once this selection has been made, it cannot be changed. While at a quick glance for an unspent observer, a perverse dragon sign may seem like a real dragon sign, anyone who has been around real dragon signs before a chance to study it will immediately recognize what happened.     All abnormal dragonmark magic-like
abilities can be used in detail in a certain number per day. For all abnormal dragonmark magic-like abilities, the caster level is now equal to 5 + 1 /2 characters, rounded down. In any case, the ability to at least like abnormal Dragonmark magic is the same. You also get at least and less abnormal dragonmark spells, as well as one
additional use per day, respectively.     List of major abnormal dragon signs available Cloudkill 1/day, Cone Cold 1/day, Confusion 2/day, Judge Person 1/day, Enervation 2/day, Fear 2/day, Feeblemind 1/day, Fire Shield 2/day, Flame Strike 1/day, Insect Plague 1/day, Mass Inflict Light Wounds 1/day, Phantasmal Killer 2/day and Slay
Living 1/day.    Source: DrM, pg. 140 Greater True Dragonmark [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: At least True Dragonmark, Lesser True Dragonmark, 9 should not have any two skills, Dragonmarked breed (dwarf, elf, dwarf, halfling, semi-elf, half-orc or human), any kind of aber dragonmark.     Benefit: Feat's ability to like a larger dragonmark
spell allows you to limited the dragonmark species selected by at least Dragonmark feat. When you choose this achievement, choose one of your abilities, such as the following spell, which is limited to the actual dragonmark type you choose with at least Dragonmark Feat. This can not be changed after the selection has been made, but
some dragon signs have only one great magic-like ability. Dragonmark Magic Like Abilities Detection Accurate Vision 1/day Finding Way 1/day Handling Animal Growth 1/day or Summon Nature's Ally V 1/day Healing Heal 1/day Hospitality Heroes's Feast 1/day or Magnificent Mansion 1/day Making Made Up 1/day or Major Creation 1/day
Passage Overland Flight 1/day or Teleport 1/day Scribble Submission 1/day Sentinel Globe Invulnerability 1/day Shadowis 1/day, Prying Eyes 1/day or Shadow Walk 1/day Storm Control Weather 1/day or Control Winds 1/day Warding Greater Glyph And Wards 1/day or Mage's Faithful Hound 1/day, for all true dragonmark magic-like
abilities, the caster level is now equal to 5 + 1 / 2 character level, rounded down. In any way, the ability is the same as true dragonmark magic. You also get at least and fewer dragonmark spells as well as at least true dragonmark and lesser true dragonmark feats, one additional use per selected day respectively.    Source: ECB, pg. 54
Greensinger's Mark [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Start Greensinger, wild shape class ability, any real Dragonmark Benefit: While using wild shape class ability, natural weapon deviations or do an extra 2d6 damage to bad strangers. This advantage does not apply to any attack that does not involve a natural attack, and the damage is of the
same type as natural weapons. Also, when you use your wild shape class ability, it is no longer possible to observe the dragon sign. It appears as closely as possible to your natural form in your new form, and makes it possible to be recognized no matter what situation you are in.    Source: DrM, pg. 141 Heart of Siberys [Dragonmark]
Prerequisite: Siberys Dragonmark Healing Or Sentinel Benefit Mark: Once a day, As an emergency action not to provoke, you can automatically stabilize any number of allies within 30' Also, as part of this action, you can transfer any number of hit points to your ally by one-on-30 using your ability to spell the Siberian dragon mark, if you
still have at least 1 hit point left when you finish. Temporary hit points cannot be transferred in this way. This form of healing is considered abjuration, just like Shield Other.    Source: DrM, pg. 141 Hunter's Mark [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Preferred enemy class feature, any real Dragonmark Benefit: When you earn a +1 bonus for Bluffing,
Perception, Sense Motivated and Survival controls include any favorite enemies. Likewise, any of your favorite enemies can counter-attack and earn a +1 bonus to roll the weapon damage.    Source: DrM, pg. 141 Jorasco's Strike [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Healing Benefit Sign can reroll any real Dragonmark: Once a day, check any
Heal. This capability can be used after the original roll is made, but you must accept the result before and after the results are determined. Also, if you have Healing Lesser Dragonmark, you can use your ability to use less dragonmark magic to heal yourself or an adjacent ally as part of a successful melee attack. The decision to use this
ability and whether you are improving yourself or anyone else should be made before the attack roll. If you hit it successfully, 1d8+1 point damage. If you have Healing Large or Siberys Dragonmark, you can use your skills such as large or Siberys dragonmark magic to heal 2d8+3 instead. Both of these are non-provoking immediate
actions. The healing made is considered positive energy and conjuration (healing) school, such as Cure Light Wounds.    Source: DrM, pg. 141 Least Abnormal Dragonmark [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: A dragonmarked breed (dwarf, elf, dwarf, halfling, half elf, semi-orc or human), Member of any species should not have a real
dragonmark.     Benefit: Feat provides the ability like a single dragonmark spell that is not directly connected to a real born dragonmarked house. When you choose this achievement, select one of the following spells for the dragon mark, which is used as a magic-like skill when activated. Once this selection has been made, it cannot be
changed. While at a quick glance for an unspent observer, a perverse dragon sign may seem like a real dragon sign, anyone who has been around real dragon signs before a chance to study it will immediately recognize what happened.    If the caster level of this spelling-like ability has a character level of 1 + 1/2, is rounded, and appears
in multiple spelling listings, the type level is always the lowest possible level. Any current saving shot has a DC equal to your 10+ spelling level + Chr modifier. Abnormal dragonmark is a standard action that does not provoke activating magic-like ability, but may require concentration controls based on movement, damage or diversion.
Concentration control is done using your caster level and Chr modifier.     The list of the least abnormal dragon signs available includes Burning Hands 1/day, Cause Fear 1/day, Charm Person 1/day, Chill Touch 1/day, Detect Secret Doors 2/day, Feather Fall 2/day, Floating Disc 1/day, Light Inflict Wounds 1/day, Jump 1/day, Light 2/day,
Pass Without Trace 1/day, Produce Flame 1/day and Shield 1/day.        Source: ECB, pg. 47 Least True Dragonmark [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: A dragonmarked breed (dwarf, elf, dwarf, halfling, semi-elf, semi-orc or human), should not have any kind of abnormal dragonmark.     Benefit: This feat provides the ability to at least like
dragonmark magic. When you choose this achievement, select one of the following real dragon signs listed below, restricted by your race. The actual dragonmark you choose will determine your dragon-marked home (only remotely) as well as the actual dragonmark type available for another feat that is this feat as a prerequisite. Within
each real at least dragonmark, there are options for choosing the ability such as dragonmark magic, as well as how many times a day it will be detailed to enable this ability. After this selection is made, Changed. Finally, depending on which dragon-marked house you belong to, you will receive an unwritten bonus of +2 for a specific skill.
Dragonmark Racing House Magic-Like Abilities Skill Detection Half Elf Medani Detect Magic 2/day or Detect Poison 2/day Detect Poison 2/day Detect Finding Half Orc or Human Tharashk Identify 1/day, Direction 2/day or Find Object 1/day Survival Handling Human Vadalis Calm Animals 1/day, Charm Animal 1/day or Speak with Animals
1/day Animal Handles Healing Halfling Jorasco Cure Light Wounds 1/day or Lesser Restoration 1/day Heal Hospitality Halfling Ghallanda Purify Food &a drink 2/day, Prestidigitation 2/day or Unseen Maid 1/day Diplomacy Making Human Cannith Make Whole 1/day, Repair 2/day or Repair Light Damage 1/day Craft (all Passage) Human
Orien Expeditious Retreat 1/day, Mount 1/day or Size Leap 1/day Information : Geography Doodle Gnome Sivis Arcane Mark 2/day, Comms 1/day or Whispering Wind 1/day Linguistic Sentinel Human Deneith Mage Armor 1/day, Protection from Arrows 1/day, Shield Faith 1/day or Shield Other 1/day Sense Motivated Shadow Elf Phiarlan
or Thuranni Darkness 1/day, Disguise Self 1/day or Minor Image 1/day Stealth Storm Half Elf Lyran Enduredar Elements 1/day, Fog Cloud 1/day or Wind 1/day Acrobatics Warding Dwarf Kundarak Alarm 1/day, Arcane Lock 1/day, Fire Trap 1/day or Misdirection 1/day Deactivation Device For all the least real dragonmark magic-like
abilities, the caster level is equal to your level of 1 + 1/2 characters, rounded down, and the spelling level is always the lowest possible level if it appears in multiple spelling listings. Any current saving shot has a DC equal to your 10+ spelling level + Chr modifier. Enabling a true dragonmark magic-like ability is a standard action that does
not provoke, but may require concentration controls based on movement, damage or diversion. Concentration control is done using your caster level and Chr modifier.    Source: ECB, pg. 56 Small Abnormal Dragonmark [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: At least Abnormal Dragonmark, 5 provides any two skills, Dragonmarked breed (dwarf, elf,
gnome, halfling, half elf, semi-orc or human) Member ranked, should not have a real dragonmark of any kind Benefit: Feat is not directly connected to a real born home marked house with the ability to spell a single dragon sign. When you choose this achievement, select one of the following spells for the dragon mark, which is used as a
magic-like skill when activated. Once this selection has been made, it cannot be changed. While at a quick glance for an unspent observer, a perverse dragon sign may seem like a real dragon sign, anyone who has been around real dragon signs before a chance to study it will immediately recognize what happened.     Like all abnormal
dragonmark magic can be used in detail a certain number of times a day. For all abnormal dragonmark spell-like abilities, the caster level is now equal to 3 + 1 /2 characters, rounded down. In any case, the ability to at least like abnormal Dragonmark magic is the same. In addition, once a day you can use the least abnormal dragomark
magic-like ability.     List of less abnormal dragon signs available Bestow Curse 1/day, Includes contagious 1/day, Darkvision 2/day, Death Knell 2/day, False Life 2/day, Poison 1/day, Rage 1/day, Scare 2/day, Scorching Ray 2/day, Sleet Storm 2/day, Suggestion 1/day, Summon Swarm 2/day, Touch of Idiocy 2/day, and Vampirça Touch
1/day.    Source: DrM, pg. 141 Lesser True Dragonmark [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: At least True Dragonmark, 5 any two skills, a dragonmarked breed (dwarf, elf, dwarf, halfling, half elf, semi-orc or human member) are in the line, there should be no abnormal dragon signs of any kind.     Benefit: Feat is less capable of dragonmark magic,
allowing Dragonmark to be limited to at least the type chosen by Dragonmark. When you choose this achievement, choose one of your abilities, such as the following spell, which is limited to the actual dragonmark type you choose with at least Dragonmark Feat. Once this selection has been made, it cannot be changed. Dragonmark
Magic Such Abilities Detection Detection Scrying 1/day or Invisibility 1/day Find Help Hand 1/day or Find Creature 1/day Handling Dominating Animal 1/day or Greater Magic Fang 1/day Healing Healing Serious Wounds 1/day, Neutralized Poison 1/day, Disease 1/day or Restoration 1/day; Restoration still normal material components
Hospitality Create Food and Water 1/day or Safe Shelter 1/day Making Minor Creation 1/day or Repair Serious Damage 1/day Passage Size Door 1/day or Phantom Scribing Illusory Script 1/day, Hidden Page 1/day or Languages 1/day Sentinel Less Sphere Invulnerability 1/day or Conservation Energy 1/day Shadow Clairaudiance /
Clairyance / Clairyance / Clairyance 1/day, Shadow Conjuration 1/day or Scrying 1/day Storm Sleet Storm 1/day, Wind Wall 1/day or Wind's Favor 1/day Warding Explosive Runes 1/day, Warding 1/day or Nondetection 1/day Glyph for all your true dragonmark magic-like abilities, the caster level is now equal to your level of 3 + 1/2
characters , rounded. In any way, his ability is the same as dragonmark magic at least. You also get at least one additional use per day of ability such as Dragonmark magic selected in True Dragonmark feat.    Source: ECB, pg. 56 Mark Deviation [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Any less, bigger or Siberys dragonmark Benefit: If you earn a
deviation bonus to armor class according to mark strength: Small gains a +1, +2 wins and Siberys +3 wins.    Source: DrM, pg. 142 Mark of Madness [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Any abnormal dragonmark Benefit: You can, as a quick action, cast Lesser Confusion as the ability to spell abnormally up to three times a day. It is considered
the ability to asynx abnormal dragomark magic for caster-level purposes, saving DC and other feats throw.    Source: DrM, pg. 142 Resistance Sign [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Any real or abnormal dragonmark Benefit: You can pass on one that uses your abilities like dragonmark magic to get a chance bonus to throw a save, as an
immediate action. The bonus force is determined by the strength of the ability, such as dragonmark magic, and the decision must be made to use this ability before the saver is rolled. At least dragonmarks provide a +1 chance bonus; Lesser +2 chance bonus, Greater +3 chance bonus and Siberys dragonmarks +4 chance bonus.   
Source: DrM, pg. 142 Mark of Truth [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Any real dragonmark Benefit: When you make a successful melee attack against a creature with an abnormal dragon sign, deal an extra 2d6 points in damage.    Source: DrM, pg. 142 Mark Vengence [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Any abnormal dragonmark Benefit: Always hit
someone who is a real dragonmark with successful melee attack, damage reduction then damage related to at least 1 hit point, deal an additional 1d6 points of damage and recover the same amount as this additional damage. This is considered the necromantic effect.    Source: DrM, pg. 143 Mark Wilderness [Dragonmark] Prerequisite:
Start Warden, any real Dragonmark Benefit: No punishment for moving any natural terrain, no matter the type (deep snow, rubble, swamp, swamp, undergrowth, sand, coups, etc.). Magically modified land and urban land still have normal effects.    Source: DrM, pg. 143 Mark Xoriat [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Mark Madness Benefit: You
can use one that uses your abilities such as dragonmark magic to give yourself damage reduction for 1 lap, as an immediate act not to provoke. The type of damage reduction depends on the strength of the dragonmark magic-like ability used: at least DR provides 5/byeshk. Lesser DR provides 10/byeshk. Greater DR provides 10/byeshk
and either cutting, piercing or bludgeoning, this ability is always determined. This capability can only be used after damage is determined before the initial damage is determined.    Source: DrM, pg. 143 Master of Wards [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Any real Dragonmark Warding Benefit Mark: Once a day, you can reroll any Disabled
Device control. This capability can be used after the original roll but before the results are determined and you must accept the result of the second roll. Also, if Warding Lesser has Dragonmark, you can temporarily use less or equal level of caster for the ability to use less dragonmark magic and less dragonmark magic for disabling any
magical ward or trap within 60. This effect lasts 1 minute. If you have Warding Large or Siberys Dragonmark, you can use your skills such as large or Siberys dragonmark magic to change a magical ward or trap to add yourself to the list of people allowed to jump permanently. Both of these are standard actions that do not provoke.   
Source: DrM, pg. 143 Mighty Dragonmark [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Increase the level of all caster of your abilities such as dragonmark magic by any real or abnormal Dragonmark Benefit: 2 and throw all DRs at your abilities such as dragonmark magic by saving 1.    Source: DrM, pg. 143 Orien Battlestride [Dragonmark] Prerequisite:
Transition Benefit Mark Any real Dragonmark: Once a day, you can reroll any SPK control for bull rush, overrun, repositioning or travel attempts. This capability can be used after the original roll is made, but you must accept the result before and after the results are determined. Also, if you have Passage Lesser Dragonmark, you can earn
a +4 untyped bonus to do or resist bull rush, invasion, repositioning or sightseeing attempts. If you have Passage Large or Siberys Dragonmark, you can also step 5' as an immediate action that is not only missed by a melee or intermittent attack, not provoking. This does not count as a 5' step as part of the full round action and is not
included in your speed of movement limit per lap.    Source: DrM, pg. 144 Guardian Mark [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Any real Dragonmark Benefit: You can use one that uses your abilities such as dragonmark magic to give yourself damage reduction for 1 lap, as an immediate act not to provoke. The type of damage reduction is based on
the power of dragonmark magic-like ability used: it provides at least DR 5/ magic. Lesser DR 10 / provides magic. Greater and Siberys DR provides 10/magic and either cutting, piercing or bludgeoning, this ability is always determined. This capability can be used after you determine whether you have been successfully hit, but it must be
used before the damage is determined to count towards a specific source of damage.    Source: DrM, pg. 144 Quill Sivis [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Scribing Benefit Mark Any real Dragonmark: Once a day, you can reroll any Linguistics control. This capability can be used after the original roll is made, but before the results are determined
and second roll result. Also, if you have scribble Lesser Dragonmark, it does not trigger Explosive Runes, Fire Trap, Glyph Warding or Sepya Snake Sigil. If the doodle is large or Siberys dragonmark exists, either the symbol does not trigger magic. Sentinel Posture [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Sentinel Benefit Mark Any real Dragonmark:
Once a day, you can reroll any Sense Motivated control. This capability can be used after the original roll is made, but you must accept the result before and after the results are determined. Also, if sentinel lesser dragonmark exists, all neighboring allies can use one that uses the ability to give AC a +2 deviation bonus and +2 bonus for
reflex saves for 1 minute. This bonus only continues as long as you are conscious and your allies remain adjacent to you. If you have Sentinel's Large or Siberys Dragonmark, you can use one of the uses of a larger or Siberys dragonmark magic-like ability to save a +4 deviation bonus to AC and a +4 bonus to Reflex, provided the same
requirements are met. Cyberys Shield [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Any real Dragonmark Benefit: Always within 60' in an abnormal dragonmark, we are immediately aware of its existence, if not its location. If you are sleepy or unconscious you do not wake you up in this sense, otherwise it always has an effect. In addition, you can also gain
a certain kind of effective magic resistance against abilities such as spelling not only abnormal dragonmarks. The strength of this magic resistance is based on the strength of the dragon mark. Gives at least SR 13, Lesser SR gives 17. Greater SR gives 21 and or Siberys SR gives 25.    Source: DrM, pg. 144Stormrider [Dragonmark]
Prerequisite: Storm Benefit Sign can reroll any real Dragonmark: Once a day, any Aerobatic control. This capability can be used after the original roll is made, but you must accept the result before and after the results are determined. Also, if Storm Lesser has Dragonmark, gain 5 electric and sonic resistance. If you have Big or Cyberys
Dragonmark, you earn 10 electric and sonic resistance. This resistance stacks with other sources for the same type of energy.    Source: DrM, pg. 144 Swiftness Of Orien [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Any real Dragonmark Passage Benefit Mark: As a quick action, you can use a use of ability such as dragonmark magic to give yourself a
bonus for the rate of movement for 1 lap. The degree of this bonus is determined by the strength of the dragon-marked magic-like ability used to activate it. Provides a bonus of at least +20'. Lesser gives +40' bonus. Greater +60' provides a bonus and Siberys +90' gives the bonus. This applies to any transaction mode that you select when
enabled.     Source: PGoE, pg. 48 Tracker's Mark [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Finding Benefit Mark Any real Dragonmark: Once a day, you can reroll any Survival control. This capability can be used after the original roll is made, but you must accept the result before and after the results are determined. Also, if you have Find Lesser
Dragonmark, you can use your ability to use less dragonmark magic to study a trace to gain a vision that has made the mark when it was left there when the trail was made, giving you the opportunity to do perception, knowledge and motivated controls. If you have Big or Cyberys Dragonmark, you can use someone who uses the ability to
get a similar vision made on the trail, such as the big or Cyberys dragonmark magic, but the time trail is done so far.     Source: Personally Umbral Mark [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Shadow Benefit Mark created any real Dragonmark: Once a day, you can reroll any Stealth control. This capability can be used after the original roll is made,
but you must accept the result before and after the results are determined. Also, if you have the Shadow's Little Dragon Mark, you get a 25% power hand-held. If you have Big or Siberys Dragonmark, win 50% fortification. This activum is not stacked with other sources of activation.    Source: DrM, pg. 144 Ward of Hyber [Dragonmark]
Prerequisite: Any abnormal Dragonmark Benefit: Once a day, as an immediate act of not provoking, you can combine your abnormal dragonmark under your skin, leaving only normal meat behind. This is a polymorph effect that lasts 1 hour per character level and can be seen with the abilities of the creatures revealing actual forms.     In
addition, you can also earn a certain kind of effective magic resistance not only against abilities such as real dragonmarks magic. This spelling resistance is based on abnormal dragon sign strength: SR 13 for At Least, SR 17 for Lesser and SR for 21 Greater.     Source: DrM, pg. 145 Winter Mark [Dragonmark] Prerequisite: Winter Start
Child, any abnormal Dragonmark Benefit: Once a day, a melee touch attack can inflict some inflict on bleeding damage based on abnormal dragon sign strength. Like touch-based spells, if you miss, you can hold the charge until you stop focusing on it. The amount of blood loss given to the hand is 1d6 for at least Abnormal Dragonmark,
2d6 for Lesser and 3d6 for Greater. According to other forms of bleeding damage, this occurs at the beginning of the rotation of the target in each round, and Successfully control a Heal (DC 15) or with any amount of magic healing.    Source: DrM, p. 145 145
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